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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
4.3 04-A-a24 EUROPEAN INTEGRATION PROCESS

 MUSEOLOGICAL CONTEXT 
A big screen behind the cold war section shows the visitor a film about the European integration 

process. The visitor can take a seat to enjoy the AV.

CONTENT
The 7-9 min film tells the development of the integration after the WWII until today. Milestones 

of political decisions will be presented, the step-by-step process will be explained. It should 

come clear that this unity would not happen overnight and at some point suggestions and ideas 

of a closer integration failed caused by national interests.

During this procedure, leaders with different backgrounds have to learn to work together. 
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MEDIA DESCRIPTION

CONCEPT:
The concept is to create an impressing animation, which is permanently in motion showing the 

continual process. 

On one hand, the purpose of this AV is to show the concrete development step by step, but also 

to make clear how much impact this evolution has in todays everyday life. Moreover it explains, 

on which world political background these decision were made. 

In reference to this, a special way of animation will transport these fragments, creating a 

stunning and fascinating AV. 

The structure with the elements will be explained on the following page.

HANDLING OF FOOTAGE:
The whole footage will be embedded in an amazing animation.

SOUND:
A commentary via the earphones will help explaining the content. 
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MEDIA DESCRIPTION

STRUCTURE:
To create a language and a certain style, different modules create the overall look by combining 

the footage to an atmospherical AV.

The way of using a collage can be seen as a metaphor for the development and shows, that the 

integration process is still not finished.

Images are mood images only.

01 CREATING AN ATMOSPHERE: Depending on the content, different colors and textures can 

be used, creating a background

02 HANDLING THE CONTENT: To integrate the footage in an elegant way, it will slowly appear 

from the surrounding and become more an more photorealistic.

03 SHOWING THE CONTEXT: Besides the main content, connections and links were build, 

representing the world politics context, and the impact of todays everyday life with footage and 

graphics dispense on the projection surface. 
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MEDIA DESCRIPTION

PRINCIPLE OF USING THE FOOTAGE

01 Most of the footage will appear with slight outlines.

02 The lines become thicker, the images come closer.

03 As it gets more and more photorealistic, connections and links fade in the background.

04. Until it merges into a images or a video.
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DRAMATURGY

In order to capture the visitors attention, it might be good to reduce the overall time to 7-9 min.

The following chart lists the themes and the dramaturgy in a rough way.

7-9 min

1. Postwar 
movement for 
European Unity 
(1940-1950)

2. Coal and Steel 
(1950-1953)

3. The Road to 
the Rome 
Treaties 
(1954-1960)

4. De Gaulle 
versus the 
Commission 
(1960-1968)

5. Rélance and 
détante 
(1969-1978

6. European 
Parliament 
Election and early 
eighties 
(1979-1985)

7. The Delors Era 
(1985-1995)

8. The Euro and 
the Enlargement 
(1996-2004)

9. Constitution 
(2000-2009)

10. Crisis (2008-
today)

TEXTURE:
Media (Leaflets
+Audio)

COLOUR: 
Green (Uniforms, 
Federalist Flag)

TEXTURE:
Metal 

COLOUR:
Black (Coal, 
rough beginnings, 
uncertainty)

TEXTURE: 
Atom (fascination 
with progress)

COLOUR:
Sepia (postcard 
feel: Messina 
conference, 
Suez)

TEXTURE:
Ears of grain 
(PAC) vs. missiles

COLOUR:
Red (Cold war 
turns hot, De 
Gaulle turns to 
Moscow, rage 
and revolution 
erupt in 1968)

TEXTURE:
Air (airplanes, 
phone 
communication)

COLOUR:
Light blue

TEXTURE:
Paper (ballots, 
bureaucracy)

COLOUR:
Brown 
(Strasbourg first 
EP hemicycle, 
Afghanistan 
invasion 
landscape, 
muddy mood). 

TEXTURE: 
Waves 

COLOUR:
Blue (European 
flag, Berlin 
evening skies, 
pro-European 
demonstrations in 
Central East 
Europe). 

TEXTURE:
Light 

COLOUR:
Gold (shiny 
mood, euro and 
enlargement as 
lighthouses 
providing, age of 
plenty, no real 
threat on the 
horizon)

TEXTURE:
Voice

COLOUR:
Maroon (solemn 
events, 
background of 
violence).  

TEXTURE:
Energy 

COLOUR:
Sparkly silver 
(eco-friendly 
reference to the 
industrial, need to 
recommit, need to 
find the right 
spark).  
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STORYBOARD
4.3 04-A-a24 EUROPEAN INTEGRATION PROCESS

 CHAPTER 2 – Coal and Steel (1950-1953) – 60 Seconds

Black colour covers the projection surface. 

The atmosphere is sticky and dirty.

The texture of coal merges into the grey abstract clouds. 

Fragments of turning machines blend in and convey the 

rough working circumstances in the coal and steel 

factories.

A documentary scene of Mr. Schumann and Mr. Adenauer 

signing the treaty emerges from the collaged composition.

The footage becomes more and more photorealistic. 

While it comes closer, the background collage is out of 

focus but still visible and in motion.

noisy sounds

rhythmical machine sounds

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

note: A voiceover of 60 Seconds equals to about 120 
words. To allow silent visual moments the text should 
be no longer than 80 words per chapter.

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

optional original sound from footage

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]
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STORYBOARD
4.3 04-A-a24 EUROPEAN INTEGRATION PROCESS

 CHAPTER 2 – Coal and Steel (1950-1953) – 60 Seconds

The center of the frame features a documentary scene of 

Adenauer presenting the treaty. Pages of the treaty come 

to the front from both sides of the frame.

Images or footage of marching armies representing the 

fight against the spreading of soviet influence in Korea 

fade in, surrounding the main content. The camera zooms 

out, enabling to see more than one event at the same 

time, symbolising the parallel development in Europe and 

in the world and setting the context to other topics and 

world political events.

Trains load with coals are passing the screen and swipe 

away the previous compositing with steam and smoke that 

spreads out over the frame.

Eventually the colour is changing, standing for a next era 

and a next chapter.

 

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

Sounds related to the footage (marching soldiers)

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

Mute
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STORYBOARD
4.3 04-A-a24 EUROPEAN INTEGRATION PROCESS

 CHAPTER 3 – The Road to the Rome Treaties (1954-1960) – 60 Seconds

Sepia tones introduce a new era. Standing for the mistrust 

between the countries, portraits of politicians standing 

next to each other are getting larger and smaller again, 

presenting their statements.

The atmosphere clears up, the structure in the 

background fades almost away. Footage from the 

conference of Messina appears featuring its new ideas.

This clear set up is interrupted by the suez crises, sepia 

clouds come up, Footage showing battleships appears, 

surrounded by waves stronly moving.

The water seems to flow away and sets free excerpts of 

the Rome treaties, that were finally signed in reaction to 

the threat. The background shows a table with the siging 

politicans.

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

Voiceover [to be delivered by HEH]

Mute
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STYLE FRAME

The process is accompanied by the development of the look, which starts with a painting style 

and vintage look and turns to a modern, fragile and technic look with thin lines.
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STYLE FRAME
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CONTENT

Footage of the Hague Congress (1) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_hague_congress_7_10_may_1948-en-2b82af66-5a01-468d-a241-c214afa19407.html

Footage of the Hague Congress (2) 
http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_hague_congress_7_may_1948-en-0f4b9367-7027-4699-9421-b1708d5ae9c0.html

Haugue congress (3)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_opening_of_the_hague_congress_the_hague_7_may_1948-en-4467d386-82cb-4232-a660-

ab27fb33ff4b.html

Photo of demonstration against the Prague Coup 1948

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/crisis_in_czechoslovakia_february_1948-en-ea7e3eb7-f380-4da1-a060-a8669f485c29.html

2. COAL AND STEEL (1950-1953)
Coal and Steel had been key industries in the war effort, since they are linked to weapon production. French Foreign Affairs 

minister, Robert Schuman surprised many in 1950 by announcing that Adenauer's Germany and France would merge their Coal 

and Steel industries, as a first step towards reconciliation and European unity. A total of six countries joined the initiative by 

signing the Treaty of Paris in 1951, leading to the creation of the Coal and Steel Community. French public servant and 
entrepreneur Jean Monnet is widely recognised as the inspirer of the Schuman declaration. 

Countries committed to not pursuing war on European territory, but at the same time several countries sent armies to fight against 

the spreading of soviet influence in Korea. 

Main features: 

Collective protagonist: Workers
Individual protagonists: Schuman/Monnet/Adenauer/De Gasperi (Italian PM) 

Antagonist: War

Texture: Metal 

Colour: Black (Coal, rough beginnings, uncertainty)

Sequences proposed: 
Footage showing coal mine (with sound of lone miner).  

Footage of Schuman declaration 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/la_declaration_de_robert_schuman_paris_9_mai_1950-fr-d27938ef-7d39-4d32-b340-07fe7268e3c3.html

Footage of Adenauer on the signing of the treaty of Paris 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/konrad_adenauer_and_the_signing_of_the_ecsc_treaty_by_the_frg-en-f0a91522-09cf-4085-
a744-2317a0399b44.html

Footage: Statement made by Jean Monnet to mark the opening of the common market in coal and steel (Luxembourg, 10 

February 1953)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/

statement_made_by_jean_monnet_to_mark_the_opening_of_the_common_market_in_coal_and_steel_luxembourg_10_february

_1953-en-8bfc8e3d-ec85-40f9-9d76-85d07a221408.html
Footage: The production of Coal and Steel in 1953 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_production_of_coal_iron_ore_and_steel_1953-en-1e46172b-079e-435e-9af9-acfec8e836eb.html

1. POSTWAR MOVEMENT FOR EUROPEAN UNITY (1940-1950) 
During WWII and immediately thereafter, the drive for European unity was felt by people with very varied backgrounds. 

Resistance movements against Nazi occupation created solidarity links across the continent, which were meant to be preserved 

and amplified after the defeat of the Axis. Italian Communist Altiero Spinelli, imprisoned on the tiny island of Ventotene, drafted in 
1941 The Federalist Manifesto with the help of other prison inmates. Belgian Socialist Paul-Henri Spaak promoted the creation of 

Benelux while in exile in London. British Conservative Winston Churchill, after stepping down as Prime Minister, advocated 

European unity in a speech in Zurich in 1946. In view of the post-war reconstruction needs, the US launched in 1948 an economic 

recovery plan, led by General George Marshall and subject to the condition that European countries would have to unite in order 

to receive the help.  

Many of those actions and views converged in the celebration of the Congress of Europe in The Hague (1948), with more than 

750 delegates and organized by associations formerly linked with the resistance. Ideas were exchanged between politicians, 

thinkers and entrepreneurs, in a state of effervescence: brochures and publications circulated and old utopias were revived, as 

the Congress used giant speakers to bring debates closer to the crowds. Two main camps emerged: the unionists, embodied in 

the figure of Churchill, who was acted as president of the Congress, and the federalists, rallied around the Union of European 

Federalists, led by Spinelli and others. 

As an outcome of the Congress, the Council of Europe was created the following year, chaired by Spaak. Many of the activists 

organized themselves in the European Movement. By then, the Cold War had become a reality: the Berlin embargo crisis 

(1948-49) had meant a point of no return. NATO was created in the West (1949), and the Soviet camp expanded to China in the 

East (1950). 

Main Features:
Collective protagonist: Crowds (Scarcity/Reconstruction/European movement) 

Individual protagonists: Spinelli /Churchill/Spaak/Marshall

Antagonist: Destruction

Texture: Media (Leaflets+Audio)

Colour: Green (Uniforms, Federalist Flag)

Sequences proposed: 
Footage (3'): Resistance in action, showing occupants in military uniform. 

Photo: Aerial view of Ventotene island

Photo: Spinelli's prison ID card

Photo: Prison chains

Photo: Federalist Manifesto

Footage: Spaak in London proposing Benelux
Footage: Churchill in Zurich (ending with need for recovery) 

Photo: War devastation and industrial decay

Footage: News info on the Marshall plan, showing aid delivery

Quote: Marshall saying Europeans need to unite

Mixing of footage (delegates and crowds flooding to the Hague congress) and pictures (publications advocating for European 

Unity)
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  4. DE GAULLE VERSUS THE COMMISSION (1960-1968) 

Common Agricultural Policy (PAC) was one of the first policies to be put in motion after the coming into force of the Rome treaties, 

and one that would be allocated the bulk of EC budget for many decades to come. The European Commission saw its leadership 
strengthened, and that was met with French President De Gaulle's opposition. De Gaulle definitely favoured an intergovernmental 

Europe as opposed to the supranational view of the Commission. That led to an open confrontation for almost a decade, peaking 

on the so-called "empty chair crisis" (1965), when France made itself absent from community bodies for half a year in 

disagreement over the reduction of issues needing unanimous vote to be approved. De Gaulle also opposed (unsuccessfully) the 

merging of the structure of the three existing communities in a single one and the abolition of customs (1968). 

De Gaulle favoured bilateral relations with Adenauer's Germany as the true engine of European unity (the treaty of the Élysée 

between the two countries was signed in 1963). De Gaulle invariably vetoed UK's accession to the Communities. In the midst of 

the worst tension moment of the whole Cold War (missile crisis and building of the Berlin War in 1961-1962), De Gaulle did not 

second the United States, but advertised his alternative model of Europe, stretching "from the Atlantic to the Ural", and withdrew 

France from NATO military structure in 1966.  

In 1968, unrest and revolutionary ideas spread all over Europe (Paris, Prague). That also marked De Gaulle's stepping down from 

power. He died not long after. 

Main features: 

Collective protagonist: Agricultural workers (showing the dynamic effect of Community policies from the onset) +  1968 

demonstrators at the end

Individual protagonists: De Gaulle /Adenauer/ Hallstein (president of the Commission)/ Fouché (author of a failed 
intergovernmental plan for political cooperation) / Kennedy (missile crises, originated with the installation of US Polaris missiles in 

SE Europe) / Khrushchev (receiving De Gaulle in Moscow) 

Antagonist: Cold War Escalation

Texture: Ears of grain (PAC) vs. missiles

Colour: Red (Cold war turns hot, De Gaulle turns to Moscow, rage and revolution erupt in 1968)

Sequences proposed: 

Photo Berlin Crisis 1961

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_berlin_crisis_1961-en-4ca1b093-77fc-427f-a815-67834f165918.html

Footage: De Gaulle press conference against supranational Europe (1962) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/conference_de_presse_de_charles_de_gaulle_paris_15_mai_1962-fr-3b8ab11e-fce8-4dbc-

a814-570bc16908eb.html
Footage: British application to ECSC

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_united_kingdom_submits_its_application_for_accession_to_the_ecsc_luxembourg_1962-

en-26ba5b2a-240b-41ea-b431-1517492ddd06.html

Footage: De Gaulle Adenauer visits in 1962

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/franco_german_rapprochement_under_charles_de_gaulle_and_konrad_adenauer_1958_1962-en-

aff9211b-b9d7-4519-a45b-db8bafc66b59.html
Photo: antigaullist demonstration in Rome (1965) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/anti_gaullist_demonstration_rome_1965-en-0c0c3917-f161-4142-a83b-2033a13e99e6.html

3. THE ROAD TO THE ROME TREATIES  (1954-1960) 
The next envisaged step, the creation of a European Defense Community failed at the very last minute in 1954, failing to secure 

the approval of the National Assembly in France, the very country that had first proposed the initiative. That shows how mistrust 

between countries persists after the war. After a moment of uncertainty about the course the process will follow, a conference is 
called in Messina (Italy) to put new ideas on the table (1955). A new agenda was decided. As negotiators where gathered in 

Valduchesse to try to agree on a Treaty on Atomic Energy and a Treaty for an Economic Community, the Suez Crisis erupted and 

the Budapest uprising was crushed by the Soviets (1956): with the loss of colonial empires and the hardening of the Cold War, it 

became apparent that Western Europe needed to focus on its own cohesion and unity. The Treaties of Rome were signed in 

1957; their outcomes, EURATOM, and the European Economic Communities came into force in 1958, as De Gaulle was indeed 

rising to power in France. 

Main features: 

Collective protagonist: Negotiators

Individual protagonists: Pleven (initiator of European Defense Community idea)/Spaak (Messina broker)/ Guy Mollet (French PM 

who was intent in rushing the making of the Treaties before De Gaulle's impending access to power would wreck the whole thing)

Antagonist: Colonialism, oppression, danger of irrelevance  
Texture: Atom (fascination with progress)

Colour: Sepia (postcard feel: Messina conference, Suez)

Sequences proposed: 

Photo: Suez Crisis

Footage: Europe, coal and the atom (1956): drawing on the lessons of Suez

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/europe_coal_and_the_atom_pathe_december_1956-en-56ac7252-4738-4fdf-af1d-98f1003fff92.html
Footage: Valduchesse negotiations

h t tp : / /www.cvce .eu /ob j / t he_ resumpt ion_o f_nego t i a t i ons_a t_va l_duchesse_b russe l s_1956 -en -5997db58-

c188-46e5-836d-4289fb6ac7ef.html

Footage: Signing of the treaties of Rome

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_signing_ceremony_for_the_rome_treaties_rome_25_march_1957-en-ff8b5e3c-5b95-4523-bb36-
a8748e492932.html

CONTENT
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  6. EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ELECTION AND EARLY EIGHTIES  (1979-1985) 

In 1979, the first European Parliament elections were held. That meant a big step in addressing the democratic deficit in the 

Community's decision-making. Simone Veil, from France, was elected its first president. The EP would rapidly gain new de facto 
powers, by using every possibility provided by legislation. 

Meanwhile, tension was back to the international scene. The so called Second Cold War started, with episodes such as the Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan, the Euro-missiles deployment or the US-led blockade of the Moscow Olympic Games. 

The European unity process knew a situation of impasse, as no new ambitious proposals were on the table, and leadership was 
seen as weak. British PM Margaret Thatcher, after intense negotiations, obtained a permanent rebate of all the money the UK was 

contributing to the EC (the so-called "British check"). Southern enlargements happen: leaving behind dictatorial regimes that 

extended well into the 70s, first Greece (in 1981) and then Spain and Portugal (1986) joined the EC. 

Main features: 

Collective protagonists: MEPs in session

Individual protagonists: Veil, Thatcher, Felipe González

Antagonist: Nuclear proliferation

Texture: Paper (ballots, bureaucracy)

Colour: Brown (Strasbourg first EP hemicycle, Afghanistan invasion landscape, muddy mood). 

Sequences proposed: 

Photo: Simone Veil chairing the first sitting of the European Parliament elected by direct universal suffrage (Strasbourg, July 

1979)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/

simone_veil_chairing_the_first_sitting_of_the_european_parliament_elected_by_direct_universal_suffrage_strasbourg_july_1979-

en-a0d249ca-cbc0-4233-97ba-5d37c474774d.html

Footage: Portugal's accession

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/portugal_s_accession_to_the_eec_1_january_1986-en-5dd719fe-909b-41d4-bd3d-962c51fb118d.html

5. RELANCE AND DETENTE (1969-1978) 

Leaders of EC member states decided in The Hague summit (1969) it was time to re-launch European unity. Among other issues 

they agreed on the first embryo of a European foreign policy: European Political Cooperation - a leaders' commitment to consult 
each other before making any decisions on international affairs- was set up, its specificities delineated by the Davignon report 

(1970). 

The scene was ripe for a greater EC international role. German chancellor Willy Brant was engaged in a policy of building bridges 

with Eastern Europe (Ostpolitik), something that paved the way for the unthawing of relations in the early 70. The superpowers 

themselves became more prone to dialogue, and eventually a Conference for Security and Cooperation in Europe was called for 
in 1973, to be held in Helsinki in 1975. EC representatives could therefore join in the discussions on human rights, peace and 

border recognition, in one of the first major tests for the nascent European diplomacy. 

The UK, Ireland and Denmark joined EC in 1973 (Norway chose to stay out). At an international level, that meant bringing British 

former colonies within the Community's commercial sphere. 

The 1973, the world found itself immersed in the Oil Crisis. The effects were felt everywhere, from industrial decline to the 

dropping of people's purchasing power. EC members were confronted with the need to stabilize their currencies, and to such 

effect a "Monetary Snake" -a band within which currencies could fluctuate- was devised. In those years, EC heads of government 

and heads of state decided to enhance their guidance role in the European process: from then on, they would meet bi-annually in 

the European Council, a newly created mechanism of top-level summits. 

Main features: 
Collective protagonist: Travelling diplomats + crisis-stricken crowds

Individual protagonists: Brandt / Davignon / Brezhnev / Giscard / Helmut Schmidt / Eduard Heath / Ceausescu (his visit to the 

UK) / Nixon (in China) 

Antagonist: Crisis effects 

Texture: Air (airplanes, phone communication, mercurial free-riders)

Colour: Light blue
Sequences proposed:

Photo: The Hague summit (1969) 

Photo: European currency snake (Basle, 10 April 1972)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/european_currency_snake_basle_10_april_1972-en-c607afa4-2b43-4528-b30a-5f7443123ce7.html

Signature of 1973 accessions plus Norway (1972)
Footage: Norway's no to the European Communities in referendum

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/referendum_in_norway_25_september_1972-en-5b052fa7-8746-41dd-921c-3d2344232d97.html

Footage: From CSCE to OSCE

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_helsinki_process_from_the_csce_to_the_osce-en-41af6978-61f4-48bb-b876-9676ac575d8c.html
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  8. THE EURO AND THE ENLARGEMENT (1996-2004)

During the 90, the EU was characterized by an extraordinary sense of purpose. Two major "lighthouses" were leading the way: 

the euro and enlargement. Everything else seemed subordinated to those goals, and yet at the same time those projects 
managed to fuel the whole EU machinery. 

The Economic and Monetary Union was completed in different phases, and by the early 2000s, euro coins were in citizens' 

pockets. In the process, a European Central Bank was created and all currencies abandoned. 

The road to enlargement started in 1993, when the Copenhagen summit set up accession criteria. The EU structures had to be 

reformed at least twice (Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997, and Treaty of Nice, in 2001) in part to adapt to the inclusion of 12 new 
members. Accession was finally scheduled for 2004 (2007 in the case of Romania and Bulgaria)   

Main features: 

Collective protagonists: Field operation workers (pre-accession aid, euro campaigns, election observation)

Individual protagonists: Santer (president of the Commission)/ Junker (Mr. Euro)/ Solana (FP high representative) 
Antagonist: Kosovo ethnic cleansing

Texture: Light 

Colour: Gold (shiny mood, euro and enlargement as lighthouses providing, age of plenty, no real threat on the horizon)

Sequences proposed: 

National campaign in support of the euro (Spain)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/national_campaign_in_support_of_the_euro_spain-en-793774f3-6186-48d0-8787-8d8f612f98fc.html

National campaign in support of the euro (Germany)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/national_campaign_in_support_of_the_euro_germany-en-b12f9509-8bde-4f1d-b0b7-c3aa308de073.html

Public reaction to the introduction of the euro (Brussels, 31 December 1998)

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/public_reaction_to_the_introduction_of_the_euro_brussels_31_december_1998-en-76dff206-c498-438a-

a9ab-7a5c5caa3dec.html
Adami on outcome of Maltese referendum 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/statement_by_edward_fenech_adami_on_the_results_of_the_referendum_valletta_9_march_2003-

en-7461bf1a-b9fe-49cf-a2af-8425e57cb3b3.html

Signing of Bulgaria (2005) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/

signing_of_the_treaty_of_accession_of_bulgaria_and_romania_address_given_by_simeon_sakskoburggotski_luxembourg_25_a
pril_2005-en-5a761e94-37dc-4da2-a48f-45ecc9320492.html

7. THE DELORS ERA (1985-1995) 

Jacques Delors, former French Minister, provided the EC with the impulsion that had been needed for year. At the head of the 

European Commission, he drafted a mid and long term plan to decisively push European integration forward. As stated in the 
Single Act (1986), the Common market would be completed by enforcing four basic freedoms of movement (workers, capital, 

goods and services), and a single currency created. 

International developments provided momentum to Delors' mission: superpowers engaged in disarmament talks, the Berlin wall 

was torn down, and suddenly German reunification was underway. In such a context, the terms of new treaty negotiated in 

Maastricht could be utterly ambitious: the European Union was created, the common market completed, and an explosion of new 
policies happened. 

With the end of the Soviet Union, the newly created EU could aspire to occupy a prominent role in world affairs. No major threats 

were in sight, although war in former Yugoslavia  became a reminder of the fragility of peace and the need to act to protect it. 

Neutral countries -Austria, Sweden, and Finland- were now in disposition to join (all of them characterized by high living standards 

and wealthy economies). Internal cohesion was also reinforced, with a new Regional Policy devoted to bridging the gap between 
rich and poor regions. In 1995, the Schengen agreement came into force, by which signatory countries abolished controls in 

mutual borders. 

Main features: 

Collective protagonists: Pro and anti-Maastricht crowds (referendum voters, protesting peasants)

Individual protagonists: Delors, Mitterrand, Kohl, Gorbatchov, Reagan, Bush 
Antagonist: War in Yugoslavia

Texture: Waves 

Colour: Blue (European flag, Malta shore during disarmament conference, Berlin evening skies, pro-European demonstrations in 

Central East Europe). 

Sequences proposed: 
Mitterrand press conference after Rome European Council (1990) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/

press_conference_held_by_francois_mitterrand_following_the_rome_european_council_28_october_1990-

en-38c3fbd8-4c2d-42ae-bfde-fd701c106191.html

Submission of Swedish application

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/submission_of_sweden_s_application_for_accession_the_hague_1_july_1991-
en-27227b90-6800-4733-8343-c2c38af826d9.html

Culmination of Austria negotiations (1994): reactions

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/the_culmination_of_the_accession_negotiations_reactions_vienna_2_march_1994-en-c57f8646-

f4cf-4cfb-90d3-16034e0f0d4e.html

Austria accession ceremony in Corfu (1994) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/ceremony_to_mark_the_accession_of_austria_to_the_european_union_corfu_24_june_1994-en-
febcf33b-24cb-4570-bdd7-982fa9c8fc38.html

Signing of Finland's accession

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/signing_of_the_treaty_of_accession_to_the_european_union_by_finland_corfu_24_june_1994-

en-6347f1b7-efd6-483f-b669-b0efa115567d.html
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  9. CONSTITUTION (2000-2009) 

German Foreign Affairs minister Joscka Fisher launched the idea of a European Constitution during a speech at the Humboldt 

University in 2000. The idea was taken on board by the Laken summit. A Convention chaired by Giscard and composed by over 
one hundred members was set up to draft a proposal. The resulting text was approved by several countries, but was buried by the 

negative outcome of the Dutch and French referenda in 2005. 

The discussions took place in the context of the aftermath of the 11S attacks and the division of European governments 

concerning participation in the Iraq war alongside the US. Was Europe to continue to rely on soft power (trade, aid, culture), or 

was it to increasingly resort to hard power (military)? 

After a reflexion period that  lasted until 2007, part of the text was salvaged in the Treaty of Reform of the EU, known as Lisbon 

Treaty: the Council of Minister would have a permanent president (Van Rompuy), a European External Service was created, and 

the European Parliament saw its power increased. 

Main features: 
Collective protagonists: Convention members (Boulouterion feel)

Individual protagonists: Joscka Fischer / Giscard / Barroso / Bush /

Antagonist: 11S + Division over the Iraq War 

Texture: Voice

Colour: Maroon (solemn events, background of violence).  

Sequences proposed: 
Ceremonial signing of the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe (Rome, 29 October 2004) 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/ceremonial_signing_of_the_treaty_establishing_a_constitution_for_europe_rome_29_october_2004-en-

e867066f-9e8b-428b-9317-29d093c0db1b.html

Luxembourg spot on Constitution (2005)

ht tp : / /www.cvce.eu/obj / tv_adver t isement_concern ing_the_referendum_in_the_grand_duchy_of_ luxembourg-
en-13d65187-06bb-4885-9079-0a1076523e41.html

Lamassoure: the difference between a treaty and a constitution 

http://www.cvce.eu/obj/

interview_with_alain_lamassoure_the_difference_between_a_treaty_and_a_constitution_paris_9_september_2008-en-998de687-

e454-4512-a98d-2f9052e77347.html

10. CRISIS (2008-today) 
The economic and financial crisis starting in 2008 plunged European society in a state of disarray. Solutions are to be found. What 

is the way forward? 

Main features: 

Collective protagonists: Struggling people
Individual protagonists: None 

Antagonist: Exclusion, intolerance 

Texture: Energy 

Colour: Sparkly silver (eco-friendly reference to the industrial, need to recommit, need to find the right spark).  
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